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0. Introduction
A priori estimates for solutions of linear equations generally play an im-
portant part in the study of non-linear equations. It is important that the
estimates do not depend at all on the smoothness of coefficients. For uniformly
parabolic equations of the form
(0.1) -g-^Σyθ^Xί.^u),
the pioneering result of this kind is the Holder continuity estimate due to Nash
[14]. Generalizations of Nash's theorem were obtained by various methods in
a number of works (see, for example, [8], [12]).
In the appendix to [14], Nash stated without detailed proof a Harnack type
inequality for solutions of (0.1), while Moser [13] gave a proof of the Harnack
type inequality different from that by Nash, and obtained the Holder continuity
estimate using the Harnack type inequality. For equation (0.1) with discon-
tinuous coefficients, Aronson [1] proved the uniqueness of weak solutions of the
Cauchy problem making use of Moser's result. The Harnack type inequality
for solutions of quasi-linear parabolic equations was discussed in Aronson-
Serrin [4] following the outline of Moser's proof. Applying theorems in [4],
Aronson [2] showed that the fundamental solution of equation (0.1) is bounded
below and above by functions of the form
where d is the dimension of the space, C and β denote positive constants, (cf.
Ladyzhenskaja-Solonnikov-Uraltseva [11], Aronson [3]).
Parabolic equations of second order are closely related to Markov processes,
so that Nash's methods have some probabilistic flavour. Above mentioned works
were applied to various problems in stochastic analysis, especially to stochastic
optimal control (cf. Bensoussan-Lions [5]) and homogenization (cf. Fukushima
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[6]). Recently Osada [15] obtained a generalization of Aronson's results to
discuss the propagation of chaos for Burger's equation. Equation (0.1) is as-
sociated with the Dirichlet form
(0.2) <?,(/, g) = Σ,y) «„(*> x)βtf(x)djg(x)dx
and a diffusion process. In the theory of Dirichlet space, Dirichlet forms (1.1)
of jump type are considered as well as Dirichlet forms (0.2) of diffusion type
(cf. Fukushima [7]). Therefore it seems to be natural and important to con-
sider a priori estimates similar to those due to Nash, Moser and Aronson for
parabolic equations associated with jump type Dirichlet forms.
Markov processes whose generator are pseudo-differential operators are in-
vestigated in Komatsu [9] and [10], where the theory of singular integrals plays
an essential part. Under a certain regularity condition, Markov processes as-
sociated with jump type Dirichlet forms are special ones of processes treated
in [10]. Theorems in [10], however, can give little information to our problem
which requires global theory. As we see later on, the situation is not the same
as the case where Dirichlet forms are of type (0.2). It would be the main step
to prove the Harnack type inequality, but this problem is still open. In the
present paper, we shall obtain a priori estimates of modulus of continuity for
fundamental solutions. These are weaker than the a priori Holder continuity
estimates, but they can give a certain compactness to the class of possible solu-
tions of parabolic equations. The outline of the proof is similar to that by
Nash, for the idea comes from the probability theory.
1. Main results
Let k(t, x, y) be a positive function on R+ xRdχRd which is symmetric in
x and y and K(t, dx, dy)=(l/2)k(t, x, y)\x— y\ ~d~*dxdy, where 0<α<2. We
shall consider the Dirichlet form
(1.1) <?,(/, g) = j j (M-f(y))(g(χ}-g(y))K(t, dx, dy)
of jump type defined for functions on Rd. We assume that there are positive
constants c
λ
 and c2 such that
f l 2) c ^kft x v)<^c
A function ut(x)=u(t, x) is said to be a (weak) solution of the parabolic equation
associated with the Dirichlet form 6t( , ) if
sup(z/
τ
, u
τ
)L*-
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and
(1.3) («„ /)*-(«,. /)*» + ('e&r, f)dr = 0
Js
for any 0<s<t and any test function /(Λ?) on Rd, where ( , )ι2 denotes the usual
inner product of the Hubert space L2(Rd, dx).
Let At be the operator defined by the relation
(1-4) e,(f,g) = -(AJ,g)L*.
Then equation (1.3) is equivalent to the parabolic equation QujQt=Atu. If
(d/dyj)k(ty x, y)y \<j <dy are bounded continuous in (ί, xy y)> then
for smooth bounded functions /(#), where Θ(#)=# if |ar |<l and θ(#)=0 if
|^| >1 and df(x)=(Qf/dxly -, 9//9^).
It can be proved that, if (9/9tf)μ(9/9jy)v&(£, #, j) are bounded and continuous
for all μ, v^Z\ and if
(1.5) lim sup \k(ty xy y)—k(s9 xy y)\ = 0 ,
t-*s *,y
then there exists a fundamental solution S(sy x\ ty y) of the parabolic equation
such that (dldx)μ(d/θyYS(Sy x\ ty y) are continuously diίϊerentiable on {(sy x, t y y ) ' y
s<t and xy y^R
d} for all μy v&Z+. (This fact will be shown in another paper
by the author.) The purpose of this paper is to prove continuity estimates of the
special solution 5(0, 0; ty x)—T(ty x)—Tt(x) depending only on ay dy cλ and cr
After the continuity estimates are obtained, a passage to the limit can remove
the restrictions on the function k(ty xy y) except (1.2) and (1.5) (see Section 5).
In Section 2, 3 and 4, we assume that (9/9tf)μ(9/9j;)vA(£, x, y) are bounded
and continuous for all μ, v^Zd. Then we see that, for each v&Z$y
(Q/dxγT(ty x) is continuous on (0, oo)χRd and
(1.6) j [T(t, x)2+\dT(ty x)\2]dx <oo (f>0),
moreover the equation (9/9£)T(£, x)=AtT(ty x) is satisfied in the strong sense.
From the arguement for stochastic differential equations, it is easy to see that
(1.7) sup j (1+ \x\)βT(ty x)dx<oo
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for any β<a and n.
We shall use the convention of letting c's stand for positive constants de-
pending only on α, dy cλ and c2. Each c may denote a constant different from
other c's. The next moment bound is essential in the proof of continuity esti-
mates.
Theorem 1. (i) T(t, x)<cΓd/«.
(ii) Let r(<r)=σ«/2(l +c(log σ)2)'1/2. Then
(1.8) I r(rl'*\x\)T(t, x)dx<c .
We do not know whether the function r(σ) can be replaced by the simple
function σΛ/2 in moment bound (1.8) or not. This is the reason why we were
unable to obtain the Hϋlder estimate so far. Define
exp, - JίSLίM.>Γ-(1.9) Φ(σ) = J L
The Φ(σ) is increasing and Φ(+0)— 0. We see that σ*<cΦ(σ) forany£>0
and 0<<r<l, so that the following continuity estimates are weaker than the
Hϋlder estimate.
Theorem 2. (i) For any t>s>0 and x, x'
I T(t, x)-T(t, x'
(ii) For any t'>t>s>Q and x
ί, x)-T(tr,
 X
From this theorem, fundamental solutions S(s, x\ ty y) of the parabolic
equations associated with the Dirichlet forms satisfying condition (1.2) are
equicontinuous on any compact domain in {(s, xy ty y)\ 0<s<ΐ and xy
REMARK. Here we shall state the canonical change of scales. Let
<St(\\\f,g) be the Dirichlet form associated with the function k(\*t9 \x, \y) in
place of the function k(t, x, y), where λ is a positive constant. Then the
function
S(\\\s, x;t,y) = \<S(\*s, \x; \*t, \y)
is the fundamental solution of the parabolic equation
(d/dήu = At(\)u
associated with the Dirichlet form δt(\\\ , •). Let
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(1.10) U(t, x) = Γ(ί1/Λ||l, x) = td'«T(t, tl'«x) .
Then Theorem 1 is equivalent to say that U(t, x)<c and
2. The moment bound
Let 3" denote the Fourier transform and 3~l the inverse Fourier transform
for functions on Rd:
3 /(f) = j e-**f(X)dx , 3->φ(*) = (2πY< J e<f*
For any test f unction f(x),
f(x+z)-f(X) = SF-i[(e ί *_
From the elemental equality
where a is a constant, we have
X β*tt-« «3f f(ξ)3j(η)dξ dη}\z\
X e
From (1.6) we see that
therefore a passage to the limit gives
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(2.1)
Let p(x) be a smooth function such that 0<ρ(#)<l, ρ(x)=l for \x\ <1 and
p(x)=0 for \x\ ;>2, and set p
n
(x)=p(xln). Define E(t) by
(2.2)
For 0<ί<ί, we have
J T',p
n
dx- j Γ;p.rf* = 2 £J T
r
((d/dτ)T
τ
)p
Λ
drdx
= 2
whence
or(d/dt)E(t)=-2£t(Tt,Tt).
Lemma 2.1. ΓAerβ exists α positive constant c depending only on a, d, c
λ
and c2 such that T(t, x)
Proof. From (2.1) and
we have
-(dldt)E(t)^c j \ξ\*\3Tt(ξ)\*dξ .
On the other hand, for any r>0,
Choosing the best constant r, we obtain
From these inequalities,
or
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Since £"(+ 0) = oo, we have E(t)~"Λ/d>ct. From this estimate and the semigroup
property,
T(2f,*)= \T(t,y)S(t,y;2t,x)dy
< i(cΓd/«)(ct-dί*}}l/2 = cΓd'« ,
hence T(ty x)<cΓd/«. q.e.d.
Fix a positive constant 7 satisfying 2\X"τΓ<l— \a— l\=a/\(2—ά), and let
r(0)=0 and
(2.3) r(σ) = σ«*(l+«y(log <r)V1/2 (σ>0) .
Sets=log<r. Since
2r'/r = e-'ία^γί/α+ yί2)} ^ <rs{α
r(σ) is an increasing function on R+. Moreover
4r"/r = (2r'lr)2+2(2r'lr)'
^ e-
2s(-l+(α-l)2-2(α-l)Γ+2Γ2) ,
where Γ=2γί/(l +•//). Since | Γ | <, vΛy" and
we have r/'(σ)<
:
0, hence r(«r) is a concave function.
Let
(2.4)
which takes finite values by (1.7), and let Q(f) be an entropy
(2.5) Q(t) = - J Tt(x) log Γ^)ώ (t > 0) .
Since — log Tt > 1 — Γ,, we see that Q(t) > 1 —E(t)> — oo . The following lemma
shows that Q(t)<0°.
Lemma 2.2. Let Q<β<a!2<β'<l. Then
(2.6) M(ί)>£ exp [GβAθρW]Λ«p [(β'ffiQVΆ -
Proof. Observe that r logτ+λτ>— e'^ 1 for r, λ>0. Let τ = T(t, x),
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\=ar(\x\)-}-b, where α>0 and b are constants, and integrate over Rd, obtaining
-Q+aM+b = ί T(log T+ar(\x\)+b)dx
= -ce~
b
 Γ e"
Λr(
^σ
d
'
ldσ
Suppose M > 1, and set a=M~1 and eb=Md/β. Then
-Q+l+(d/β) log M > -cM~d'β(Md/β+Md'β')> -c ,
or M>cexp[(d/β)Q]. Next suppose M<1, and set a= M"1 and eb=Md/β'.
Then we have M>cexp[(d/β')Q]. Combining these estimates, we see that
Formally differentiating (2.5), we have
(d/dt)Q(t) = -((WW, log Tt)L* = εt(Tt, log Tt) .
This can be justified in the case 0<α<l but not in the case l<a<2. For-
tunately it is sufficient for our purpose to show the inequality
(2.7) 0(f)-β(*)S> Sr(TT, log Tτ)dr (0<ί<f) .Js
Let p
n
(x)=ρ(xlri) be the same function as before. For δ>0, we have
-J
 PnT, log(Ti+8)dx+\ PnT, log(Ts+S)dx
p,((9/9τ)Γ
τ
)(log(Γ
τ
+δ)+Γ
τ
/(Γ
τ
+δ))Λ}<ίτ
Since p
n
—>l as w-* oo, we have
T
s
\og(T
s
+8)dx
Γ<?
τ
(log(T
τ
+δ), T
τ
)dr.
Js
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Since 0<<?
τ
(log(Γ
τ
+S), Γ
τ
) f <?
τ
(log Γ
τ
, Γ
τ
) as δ J 0, we obtain inequality (2.7).
q.e.d.
Lemma 2.3. M(t) is absolutely continuous and
(2.8)
Proof. Observe that
sup r( I * I )2 ( (p.(x+g)-p.(x)γ 1 * I -<-
n,x J
ζ sup I x I " f (p.(*+x)-p.(*))' I x I -'
»,* J
Since /'(σ)<0, we have
sup
Let Λ
Λ
(Λ:)— r( I ΛJ I )P,(Λ?). Then
(Λ
Λ
(^+^)-ΛMW)2<2(r( I ^ +^ I )-r( | « | ))2+2r( | x \ ?(pu(x+x)-
so that
J
For 0<ί<ί, we have
M(t)-M(s) = lim { R
n
(x)T(t, x)dx- R
n
(x)T(s, x)dx}
-
τ
(R
n
, T
τ
)dτ .
Let [^ 4]+ denote the positive part of A. Then
^\R
n
(X)-Rn(y) I [T(t, x)-T(t, y)]+K(t, dx, dy)
{ \^(R
n
(X)-Rn(y}fT(t, x)K(t, dx, dy)}*
X { J j ([1-ϊχί, y)IT(t, x)]+YT(t, x)K(t, dx, dy)}1'2
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c {sup J (R
n
(X+z)-Ra(xtf \ z I -<- Λr}"*
X { j j (log (Γ(ί, x)/T(t, y))[T(t, x)-T(t, y)]+K(t, dx, dy)}^
where we used the symmetry k(t, x,y) — k(t,yy x) and the inequality 1— τ<
log(l/τ). Therefore
I M(ί)-M(s) I <: Γ ^
τ
(log Γ
τ
, Γ
τ
)^τ ,
Js
and we obtain (2.8). q.e.d.
Now we shall prove Theorem 1. From Lemma 2.1, there is a constant b
such that T(t, x)<ebΓd/«. Since
Q(ΐ)^ - J Γ(ί, *) log (Λ-"-)<fo - (d/a) log ί-6 ,
the function g(t)=Q(t)— (d/ά) log^+ό is non-negative. Define, for ί>0, a
function h(t) by
h(ί) = Γ <?
τ
(log Γ
τ
, T
r
)dτ~(d/a) log ί .
Jl
By (2.7) we have g(i)—g(ή^:k(t)—h(ή for any Q<s<t. From (2.8), we have
Using integration by parts, for 0<£<1,
M(V)-M(S)<,c
^c{2+[^Th(t)]l-^ h(t)j2VTdt}
=c{2+V~ε(h(l)-h(ε))+\\h(l)-h(t))/2^Tdt}
J e
Since M(+0)=0, we have M(l)^c(l+^(l)). On the other hand, from in-
equality (2.6),
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for any 0</3<α/2</3'<l. Hence we have
Cexp [(/3/%(l)]<ΞM(l)
This implies that g(l)<c and M(l)<c. From Remark in Section 1,
for any λ>0. Hence we conclude that
J r(Γ^\x\) T(t, x)dx = J r(M)Γ(*J/«||l, x)dx<c .
3. The overlap estimate
In this section, we shall show that there is some overlap
»
^YΠ v> f -vΛ A QYΠ v / vWvJLJlV/, Λ j , ί , Λ I / \ O l V / , ^2 J *•) iΛrlU'Λr
of functions 5(0, Λ?, ί, Λ:) with nearby source points x
λ
 and Λ?2. The idea of the
proof is the same as that in Nash [14], but the proof requires some new lemmas.
Let U(t, χ)=Ut(x) be the function defined by (1.10). Let βt( , •) and At
denote
respectively which are associated with the function k(t, t1/Λx, tlί*y). Then
(3.1) t(d/Qt)Ut(X) = (8/8(Iog t))U,(x)
where d=(d/dx)=((Qldx1), •••, (d/dxd)). Now define a probability density func-
tion P(x) by
P(x) =
and set
(3.2) G
β
(ί) = -
for 0<δ<l. Although the definition of P(x) is technical, the function P(x)
is the simplest one among probability density functions having required proper-
ties.
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From (3.1),
t(d/dt)Gt(t) = -^P(Ut+S)-l{(lla)9 (xU,)+A,U^d»
= -(did) (PM+fy-iUtdx-Wd) \ Px 9(log(Ut+δ))dx
+βt(P(Ut+8)-\ Ut)
<Z (lid) J (d'XP(x)) log (Ut+8)dx+βl(P(Ut+S)-\ Ut)
l<χ)\(dP(x)>x)log(Uf+8)dx
-\ut).
Since dP(x) x^Q and logίί/j+δj^logδ, we have
(3.3) t(dldt)Gt^—(dld)Gt—clog8+e,(P(Ut+S)-\ Ut).
To estimate the last term of the above inequality, we need following two lemmas
which are elemental but play essential roles in this section.
Lemma 3.1. For any real values θ and ω,
(3.4) sh(0—ω) sh ω^((sh θ)lθ)(θ—ω)ω .
Proof. Observe that
sh (θ—ω) sh ω
= lim {Π ch((0-ω)/2") ch (ω/2")}4JV sh ((0-ω)/2w) sh (ω/2")
= {Π ch ((θ-ω)βn ch (ω/2")}(0-ω)ω
= {Π 2-χch (0/2")+ch ((θ-2ω)l2"))}(θ-ω)ω ,
n = l
and
sh θ = lim {Π ch(0/2")}2" ι
In case (θ— ω)ω>0, it suffices to prove that ch((0— 2ω)/2n)<ch(0/2Λ) or
— 2ω)<ch .^ This inequality holds good, for (θ— ω)ω>0 implies
Similarly, in case (θ— ω)ω<0, we have ch(0— 2ω)/2n)>ch(θ/2"). Hence inequa-
lity (3.4) is valid in both cases. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.2. (i) Let 2θ(x, y)=log (P(x)IP(y)). Then \ θ(x, y)\<c\ x-y \
and
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(3.5) j j P(x)θ(x, y)2 1 x-y I -'- dxdy< °o .
(ii) For any function f(x) satisfying \P(x)f(x)dx<.oo}
(3.6) J P(x){f(x)-\f(y)P(y)dyYdx
<^c J P(x){ j (/(*+*)-/(*))*(!+ |*|2)-1/2M -d
Proof, (i) From the mean value theorem, we have
so that
\θ(x, y)\ <c\x-y\ Λ(log(l+ k
Therefore
(f P(x)θ(x, x+zf I z I -*-*dxdz
P(x)\z\-d+*-adxdzv
(ii) Using the Schwarz inequality,
\P(χ){f(χ)-\f(y)P(y)dy}*dχ
- J P(*} { J (f(χ)-f(y))P(y)dy^dx
< j P(X) { j (f(χ}-f(y)YP(y)dy}dχ
= 2 §^P(x)(f(x}-f(y))*P(y)dxdy .
If |ίt|<|y|,then |Λ;— y\<>2\ y\, so that
Therefore we have (3.6). q.e.d.
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Now fix ί>0 and 0< δ < 1, and let
2<o(X, y) = log(Ut(X)+8)-log(Ut(y)+8)
~k(x,y) = k(t,tl<«
Then we observe that
sh (θ(x, y)-ω(X, y)) sh(ω(*, y))
Applying inequality (3.4), we have
§t(P(Ut+δΓ, Ut)
< J J 2VP(X)P(y)((sh θ)jθ)(θ-ω)ωk \ x-y \ -'-"
= j j 2P(*)((th β)lθ)(θ-ω)ωk I x-y \ -"'"dxdy
< -2e, j J P(*)((th 0)/<9)ω2 1 *-y I -*- dxdy
+2 { j J P(*)((th ^)/5)(92r2 1 *-y I -'-«
X { JJ P(*)((th θ)lθ)afc2\X-y\ -'
Therefore, from (3.5),
+c { J j P(X)ω\(th θ)/θ) I x-y I -"
<c-c, j j P(*)ω2((th ff)lθ) I *-^  I -'- dxdy ,
where we used that — 2s-\-c\/~Γ <,(?I2— s (s>:0). Since
(thβ (*, y))lθ(x, y)^c (l+θ(x, y)2Γ1/2^c (1+ \X-y\
applying inequality (3.6) for the function
we obtain the estimate
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(3.7) e,(P(Ut+S)-1, Ut)<c-c P(x)(log(Ut(X)+S)+Gs(t))2dx .
Lemma 3.3. For all sufficiently large G, say for G >.c0,
(3.8) J P(x)(log(Ut(x)+8)+G)2dx>(c+cG)2 .
Proof. Let h(u)=u~1(log(u-\-δ)-\-G)2, where G is a constant satisfying
e~
G
— δ=M0>0. If u>ul=^~
G
, then Uj>u0 and
2ul(u+S)-]og(u+S)-G<2-logu1-G = 0 ,
so that
A'(«) =
 u
-
2(log(u+8)+G) (2β/(«+δ)-log(«+δ)-G)<0 .
Therefore h(u) is strictly decreasing on [MI( °o). By Theorem 1 (i), there is a
constant w2 depending only on a, d, c^ and c2 such that Ut(x)<u2. Hence
; \ P(x) min {h(u)\ u1<u<ul\/u2} U,Iίaι<Ul ,dx
Let V(x)=Ut(x) if «,< U,(x), V(x)=Q if «t> U,(x) and
which depend on t and G. By Theorem 1 (ii), there is a constant b depending
only on a> dy c± and c2 such that
Since
V(x)dx
r(\x\)>b/β
>2β-(β/b) r(\x\)V(x)dx^2β-
we have the inequality
(x)\ r(\x\)<blβ} .
The function Vl(x)=Ut(oe)—V(x) satisfies
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FI(#)^#I and
From the Neymann-Pearson Lemma in statistics, if V0(x)=u1 for \x\<R, V$(x)
=0for \x\
then
Observe that the constant R depends on u
λ
 or G and R=R(G) f oo as G f oo.
Since
\ r ( \ x \ ) V Q ( x ) d x = u1\ r ( \ x \ ) d x = b,
J J\x\£R
uΛ dx={ V0(x)dx>. ( V,(x)dx = \-2β .
J\x\<.R J J
(\-2β)lb<(\ d X ) / ( \ r(\X
J\x\£R J\x\£R
as R t °° or G f oo, the constant β is bounded below, say /3>l/2 as long as
G>c0. We may suppose 2—c0<logu2. Then, for G>cQ,
>h(ulVuz}βmm{P(x)\ r(\x\)<blβ}
q.e.d.
Note that Theorem 1 is essential in the proof of the above lemma. Return-
ing to inequalities (3.3) and (3.7) and using inequality (3.8), we see that there
are positive constants c3 and c4 depending only on α, d, cγ and c2 such that, as
long as G6(t)>c0,
(3.9) t(d/dt)G8(t)<c3 log(l/δ)-£4(Gδ(*))2 .
Suppose G8(tQ)>cQ and c3 log(l/δ)— c4G8(to)2<— £<Q are satisfied. Then we
have from (3.9) that G8(tQ)<Gs(t)—£log(t0lt) for Q<t<tQί which implies that
G8(t)-*o° as ί-*0. But this is a conrtadiction, for Gδ(ί)<log(l/δ). Therefore
it must be satisfied that
or, for all sufficiently small δ,
(3.10)
Theorem 3. There is a strictly positive function φ(σ) on [0, oo) which is
decreasing and depends only on a> d, c
λ
 and c2 such that
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(3.11) 5(0, Λ? I ; ί, *
Proof. Let
t/(ί)(ί, *) - *rf/ΛS(0, *"**,; f, *1/Λ
for ι=l or 2 and x^R*. Then (3.11) is equivalent to
(3.12)
We apply (3.10) for Z7(f, x)=U<'\t, x+x{), obtaining
-( P(x-Xi) log(E7<°(f, Λ
- - j P(x) log(t/(0(ί, Λ:
Since the inequality
holds good for any αf and δt , we have
i i
+max P(x— Xf) -max
<-Σ J P(x~xi
We observe that
f maxP(#— ^ ) m
<ί (maxP(^-
^ J (minP(*-*ι)){log δ+log((C7(1)Λ f/(2))/δ + l)}^
<log S ( min P(Λ;-Λ;,.)
Therefore we have
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<c5Vlog(l/S)+2c6+ log S f minP(x—Xi)dx
for all sufficiently small δ, say S<e~N. Let
= w(\x1 — x2 1 ) = I min P(x — x{)dx .w
Then we obtain the estimate
Since the function w(σ) is positive and decreasing, the function
(3.13) φ(σ) = (I/O max e-β{w(σ)β-c4V~β -2%}
β^jr
is also positive and decreasing, and
J U^ΛU^dx^φ(\x1-x2\). q e.d.
4. The continuity estimate
In this section we shall prove Theorem 2 by iterative use of (3.11).
Although the proof is rather complicated, its outline is similar to [14] except for
the use of Lemma 4.3. Theorem 2 is nothing but a consequence of Theorem 1
and Theorem 3, and the difficulty arises from the form of the function r(σ).
Fix two points x1^=x29 and set
S+(t, x) = [5(0, *ι; f, *)-S(0, *2; ί, *)] VO ,
S_(f, Λ?) = [5(0, #2; ί, Λ)— 5(0, ^  ί, x)] Vθ .
Since 5+ + 5_ = 1 5(0, ^  ί, Λ:)— 5(0, Λ:2; ί, *) | and 5+ - 5_ = 5(0, ^  ί, x)
—5(0, #2; ί, Λ;), we have
(4.1) F(t) = \ 5+(ί, Λ)έfa = J 5_(ί, ic
= (1/2)J|5(0,
 Xl\ t, x)-S(Q, x2] ί, Λ)|Λ
= 1 — ί 5(0, x^ t, Λ?)Λ5(0, Λ^2; /, ΛJ)^,
defining jFίί). From Theorem 3, the function ψ (<r) = 1 — φ (σ) is strictly less
than 1 and increasing, and satisfies
(4.2)
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Let W(s, y, z)=S+(s, y)S.(s, z)IF(s). Then, for s<t,
5(0, *
ι; ί, *)-5(0, x2; t, *)
= j (5(0, *,; *, j)-5(0, *2; ί, j))5(ί, j; ί, *)ι(y
= J (S+(t, y)-S.(s, y))S(s, y t, x)dy
= J S+(s, y)S(s, y; t, x)dy-\ S.(s, z)S(s, z; t, x)dz
Hence from (3.11) or (4.2),
(4.3) F(t)^(lβ) J j J 1^ (5, y, *) I S(t, y; t, *)-S(*. *; ί, *
<5J W(s, y, z)ψ((t-Sγl'»\y-z\}dydz .
Since
j j W(s, y, z)ψdydz<^W(s, y, z)dydz = F(s) ,
we have F(t)<F(s). Inequality (4.3) is the key to the iterative argument.
Let λ=(3+ ψ (2))/4<l and t
n
 be the least time such that F(ίB)=λ", if tn
exists. Set x0^=(xί-srx^β, and define
M
n
 = M+(tn)VM.(tn) .
Lemma 4.1. Let r~\ ) denote the inverse function of r( ). Then
(4.4) ί.+1-ί.^ (r
Proof. Define S'+(t, y)=S+(t, y) if r(\ y— *0|)^2λ-*M,, otherwise Sί(t,y)
=0. Then
\(S+(tn,y)-Sί(tn,y))dy
<2-l\"M? j r( \ y-x
a
 \ )S+(tn, y)dy <λ"/2 ,
so that
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S'.(t
mt yW2>F(tn)-\"β = λ'/2 .
Define SL(t, z) similarly and let
Wί(y, *) = \-Sί(t.,y)Sl(t., *) .
Using (4.3) with s=t
n
, we have
n
, y, z)-W'
n
(y, z))+W'
n
(y, *)
<>\\(W(t
n
,y,z)-W'
n
(y,z))dydz
W'.(y, z}dydz ,
for the reason that if W'
n
(y, «)>0, then | J-Λ:O| ^r-XZλ' Λf,) and \ss—x0\
r-\2\-"M
a
), so that | y—%\ <2r-\2\-"M,). Hence
W(t.,y, x)dydz-(l—φ) (^^ ,
=(λ"
Let t=t
n
+(r-\2\-*M
n
))*. Then
Therefore t
n+l<t=tlt+(r-\2\-aMn)Y. q.e.d.
Now we shall define
(4.5) /(σ) = σ(2+(logσ)2)^, J(<r) = σ(l+(logσ)V1/2,
which are strictly increasing on (0, oo). It is easy to show that
or
Since ίτ(σ)^/(σ β/2)^cr(σ ), we have
so that
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Observe that/(σ)2=σ2(2+(log <r)z) is a convex function.
Lemma 4.2. We have the inqeuality
(4.6) M
n+l-Ma<cJ(^/t~=tΛ)\n.
Proof. Let t>s. Since
S+(t, *) = { j (S+(s, y)-S.(s, y))S(s, y; t, x)dy} Vθ
S+(s, y)S(s, y; t, x)dy
and r(σ) is concave, we have
M+(t)< j r( I x-x01 )5+(ί, ^ )5(ί, y ί, «)^<iy
^ol)+'-(^-3'l)}'5+(i, y)S(s, y t, x)dxdy
S+(s, y){ j rd^-jl^ίί, y; t, x)dx}dy
+(s)+ {sup j r( I*-.y| )S(s, y; t, x)dx}F(s).
From (1.8),
\J(V\*-yΓI(t-s))S(s, y; t, x)dx^c,
so that
y(\x-y\)S(ί,y; t, x)dx
t^'V\x-y\ml(t-s))S(s,y; t, x)dx
ϊ=ϊ) \J(V'\x-y\Ί(t-s))S(st y; t, x}dx
Hence we have M+(t)<M+(s)+cJ(Vt—s)F(s). Let s=tn and t=tn+1. Then
Similarly we have
so that we obtain (4.6). q.e.d.
Inequality (4.4) will bound the sequence {t
n
\ after we obtain a bound on
the sequence {M^. From (4.4),
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Since J(J(σ)) £cσ(l+(log σ)2),
t
n
) £ c(\-"M
n
) {1 +(log (λ- M,))2} .
Combining this and (4.6), we have
M
n
^M
n
Now let £,,=(1/2) log (λ~*MB). Then we have the inequality
or the difference inequality
(4.7) £„«-£.£ log (e+c I f . l) .
Lemma 4.3. 7/>^ 1, q^: 1/2
for alln>Q, then
(4.8)
Proof. We shall verify (4.8) by induction. Set q
n
=2(log(np)+q). Sup-
pose that (4.8) is valid for n—m>l. Then
1)} -ξm+1
>ξ0+(m+l)log(l+p\ξ0\)+(m+l)qm+l
-ξ
m
-log(l+p\ξ
m
\)-q
—m(log(l+p\ξ0\)—mqm
-Iog{l+p\ξ0+mlog(l+p\ξ0\)+mqm\}-q
>(m+l)q
m+1-mqm-q+log(l+p\ξ0\)
-log {1 +p I f o I +»^ I f0 1 +«.)}
-log V+mp(q
m
+p\ξ0\)/(l+p\ξ0\)}
>m(q
m+1-qm)+(qm-q)-log(l+mpqa)
for q
m
 > 2(log />+?)>!. Since
(mp)2eg—e-^ =
> 2mp(log(mp)+q) = mpq
m
 ,
we have
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q
m
-q = log((mp)2eq)>log(mpq
m
) .
Hence
= 2m log (1 + l/ι«)-log (1 + 1/mpj.)
Therefore (4.8) is valid for w=m+l. q.e.d.
Applying the absolute inequality: XY<(ex— 1)+(1 — Y+Y log Y) for ;Sf=
log (1 +P \ ξ o I ) and Y=2np9 we have
= I ξ o I /2+^ log it +n(log (2p)- 1)+ l/2f .
Hence (4.8) can be replaced by
(4.9) ξ
n
<ξ,+ |?ol/2+«(3 logn+C)+l/2j> ,
where C=log(2/>3)+2g— 1. From (4.7) and (4.9), we have
\-"M
x
 = exp (2^)^c(CT6)B exp (2f
β
+ 1 β, I
Since F(+0)=l=λ°, we see that ί0=0 and
If I*!— xt\ ^2, then ξ<><,Q, so that
(4.10) λ-
Theorem 4. Lei Φ(σ) όe defined by (1.9). T/zew
(4.11) 5|S(0,*
ι; l,x)-S(0,x2 ,l,x)\dx<cΦ(\Xl-x2\γ.
Proof. Combining (4.4) and (4.10), we obtain
<cJ((an«)"\Xl-Xl\««),
where a is a positive constant depending only on a, d, c± and c2. Since the
function /(σ)2 is convex,
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tm — Σ» = 0 (tn+l t
n
)
^c Σ .^-o
1
 J((<af) I *!-*, I «/4)2
<,cj((atrf)a \Xl-xz\ a/t)2 Σϊrf (an*)al(am*)m
^(bj((amr\x-x,\°«)]2,
where έ is also a constant depending only on α, */, ^ and ί:2. Therefore if
then ί»^l, so that
Let m=m(σ) be the integer such that
It is a routine work to show that (am(σ)6)m(<nσa/* tends to 0 as tr J, 0, so that there
is a constant δ, 0<δ<e~e, satisfying
for all 0<
σ
<S.
If I*!— *2|<δ, then
where m=m(\x
ί
— x2\). This implies (4.11). q.e.d.
Now we shall prove Theorem 2 (i). From Theorem 4 and Remark in
Section 1, we have for 0<τ,
1 5(0, *;τ, *,)
= j 1 5(0, *
ι; T, *)-5(0, ^2; T, x)\dx
so that for 0<s<t,
^\S(s,x;t,x1)-S(s,x;t,x2)\dx
Hence from Theorem 1 (i), we have
t,Xl)-T(t,X2)\
\ T(s, x)\S(s, x\ t, x1)—S(sy x] t,
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x; t, x1)-S(s, x; t, x2)\dx
which completes the proof.
Next we shall prove Theorem 2 (ii). Let t'>t>s>0. For any positive
constant σ, we have
= \\(T(t,x)-T(t,z))S(t,z;t',X)dz\
, x)-T(t, x+y)\S(t, x; t', x+y)dy
{ I T(t, x)-T(t, x+y) \;
\'fl)S(t, x; t', x+y)dy
{Φ (<τ)'+J( V(ί'-ί)/(ί-5)σ-β/2)
, x; t', x+y)dy\
where we used Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 (i). Here, let
7=-log((ί'-ί)/(ί-*))
a log σ = — 7+57/log ^
Then we have
φ(
σ
) = φ(
ex
p [(,/log ^ -^/α
Hence
which completes the proof.
5. The estimates for weak solutions
In the preceding sections, the function k(ty x, y) is assumed to be smooth
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in x and y. The purpose of this section is to remove the smoothness condition
on the function k(ty x,y), and only condition (1.2) and (1.5) are assumed in what
follows. The parabolic equation du/dt=Atu must be considered in the weak
sense. The existence of fundamental solution of the weak solution will also be
proved in this section.
A function ut(x)=u(t, x) is said to be a weak solution of the Cauchy problem
(dldt)ut=Aζ+tut,u0+=φif
ut e L\R
d
, dx) , lim I |w, — φ| |L2 = 0 ,/ o
and ut is a weak solution of the parabolic equation associated with the Dirichlet
form Gζ+t( , •) (see Section 1).
Lemma 5.1. For any ζ^R\ and φ^L2(Rd, dx), there exists at most a
uύeak solution of the Cauchy problem (d/dt)ut=Aζ+tutt uQ+=φ.
Proof. Let ρ(x) be a smooth function such that 0< ρ(x) = p(— x) < 1,
p(x) = \ for |#|<1 and p(x)=Q for |#|>2, and set p
n
(x)=ρ(x/n)y ρn=3~lρn.
To simplify the proof, we shall suppose ζ=0. Let ut(x) be a weak solution of
the Cauchy problem (dldi)ut=Atut, uQ+=Q. Define
uf\x) = 3-\9u& )p.(f)](*) = (ut*pn)(x) .
Then sup
ί
||3vί/(
ί
w)||I2<cx> for any v^Zd+. By the approximation procedure
u^pm-^u^ and ρ
n
(x—9)pm~-*Pn(χ— ) as τw~>oo, we have
K, up)L* = -βτ(ur, u?) ,
Let {S
m
(t)} be a sequence of non-negative test functions on Rl such that 8
m
(t)
S(t) as m -> oo . Then we have
(9/3τ)[(«
τ
, uy)L*δa(τ-
= K, «?))iK8/8τ)δ.(τ-σ) .
Integrating by σ and letting m— > co , we see that
=
 ~J! J f^*)^W" βn(x-
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for any 0<s<t. Since
sup \\u
r
-u^\\2L2
as fl-»
we have
IWIl -IWIiH-2 <?TK, uτ)dr = o .Js
Therefore ||^||L?<|K||χ2<|k+|L2^0. q.e.d.
Let {S
m
(x)} be a sequence of non-negative test functions on Rά such that
the support of S
m
(x) decreases to {0} as m->oo and \ 8
m
(x)dx=l. Let 6
m>t( , •)
denote the Dirichlet form associated with the function
(5.1) k
n
(t, x, y) = J j k(t, ξ, v)δ
m
(X-ξ)δm(y-r,)dξdv .
Then each k
m
 satisfies condition (1.2) and (1.5), and (dldx)μ(dldyYk
m
 are bounded
and continuous for all μ, v^Zd+. Let Sm(s, x\ t, y) be the fundamental solution
of the parabolic equation dujdt = A
mttu associated with the Dirichlet form
<?»*,/(•> ')• Since S
m
(s, x\ t, y) is the transition function of the Markov process
with pre-generator (A
mtt, Co(Rd))ί we see that SM(s, x\ t,y) = Sm(s,y\ t, x)>0
and \ S
m
(s, x\ t, y)dy=l. Applying Theorem 1 (i) and Theorem 2 for the set
of functions
{S
m
(ξ, #; ζ+t, z+x}\ m, f, *} U {S
m
(ζ—t, z—x; ξ, z)} m, ?, z} ,
we see that the functions {S
m
(s, x\ t, y)} are uniformly bounded and equiconti-
nuous on any compact subset of {(s, x, t, y)\ s<t and x, y^Rd}. From the
Ascoli-Arzera theorem, choosing a subsequence {m(n)} C {m} if necessary, we
may suppose that {S
n
(s, x\ t, y)} converges to a certain function S(s, x\ t, y) as
72— >oo locally uniformly on the set {(s, x\ t, y); s<t and x, y€ΞRd}. Obviously
Now fix a point (f, z)ϊΞR+χRd, and let T<?\x)=SH(ς, z; ξ+t, z+x),
T<f\x)=S(ζ, z\ ξ+t, z+x). From Theorem 1 (ii), we see that
f T<f\x)dx = lim (lim ( T?\x)dx)
J JY+O* «->«» J\x\£N
= lim ( 1 - lim ί T<? \x) dx)jr+π^
 n
^oo J\X\>N
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and for any £>0,
\X\>t
<lim c r(εrl/«yl -> 0 as 1 1 0 .
»->«»
This implies that ί T<Γ\x)dx= 1 and T<r\x)-+S(x) as t \ 0. Therefore
(5.2) J S(ί, *; t, y)dy = 1 , S(s, x; t, y) -* S(y-x) as t\ s .
Let fff\', •) (resp. ^ "'('j •)) denote the Dirichlet form associated with the
function ΛW(ί, *, y)=k
n
(ζ+t, z+x, z+y) (resp. tt~\t, x, y)=k(ζ+t, z+x, z+y)).
Then
Lemma 5.2. For any 1 < n <, <χ> ,
(5.3) (" &?(T?>t Tf
Proof. First we shall show the estimate for w<<χ>. Set U("\x)
(see (1.10)). From inequality (2.7),
?\T?\ log n"Vτ
^ -( T(("V) log rS")(*)<fa+ j T^x) log T?\x)dx
= -| log -ί— J E7?' log [/(/")^ + j t/f5B) log £/<"><& .
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.2,
( ί/^log U^dx<\ U^logcdx^c,
- J ^ " log U^dx<c log j r( |*| )C/(i")(«;)
Therefore, for any 0<s<t,
J^ 'ίΓ?', log Γ<" Vτ<4 log ^-+c .
Set £"«(/, ίfo, <fy)=(l/2)ftW(ί, *, j) I *-y I -*- dxdy. Then
= 2 JJ r?)(*)(n >(*)-n
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Combining these inequalities and integrating by parts,
>")dτ£c ('
r
-« e<?\τ<?\ log r?Vτ
Js
| log 4-)+c £ T- V" (c +|- log ^ )τ-'
- log
Therefore (5.3) is proved for M<OO. From the Fatou lemma,
<c lim Γ ^ "'(Γ?', Γ(
τ
"
Namely (5.3) is valid also for n=oo. q.e.d.
Lemma 5.3. For any test function f(x) and ()<$<£,
(5.4) (m /)z»-(ri-', /)z + Γs.-w0, /WT = o .
Js
Proof. By condition (1.5)
lim sup \k
n
(τ, x, y)—k
n
(σ, x, y) \ = 0 .
τ->σ
 n
,x,y
Since k
n
(τ, x, y)—*k(τ, x, y) as n— > oo for a.a. (#, 3;) and each r, we have
lim supf (kM(τ, x, y)-k(~\τ, x, ytfdxdy = 0
for any N. Then there exists a number m=m(6) for each £ >0 such that
(τ, x, y)-k« \τ, x, y)γ\x-y\-'
is satisfied as long as m<n< oo. Therefore, for any 1 <j < oo,
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ϊ)1/2ί-rf/2β = c(s,
where Lemma 5.2 is used. Then
(' \&;\T<?\ /)-#">( TT' /) I dr
J s
< Γ \&:\τf\ f)-& \τf\ /) i d
Js
£<">(T<.->, /)-£<->( 7T', /) I dr
<2c(s, t)€+\' \(Tp-TΪ W»Mdτ
Js
^2φ, t)€+sup I A^f(x) I (' ( I T?\x)-T<r\x) \drdx.
τ,
x
 Js J
Let n-*oo first and 8 | 0 next. Then we have
lim Γ |g?>(Γf }, Λ-tfr-'ίm /) I rfr = 0 .
»->•» J5
Since, for any w<oo,
(Πβ), f)ι. -(TΪ\ /)*»+(' fiίXΓ?', /)rfτ = 0 ,
Js
we see that equality (5.4) is satisfied. q.e.d.
We shall say that a function §(s,χ
 9t,y) is the fundamental solution of the
parabolic equation associated with the Dirichlet form <?/(•, ) if, for any φ(x)&
L1 Π L2 and any f>0, the function
is a solution of the Cauchy problem (d/dt)ut=Aζ+tut> u0+=φ. From Lemma
5.1, the fundamental solution is uniquely determined.
Theorem 5. Under condition (1.2) and (1.5), there exists the fundamental
solution of the parabolic equation associated with the Dirichlet from 6t( 9 •)•
Proof. From Lemma 5.3, for any test function f ( x ) and
(5.5) (S(ζ, z; ζ+t, ),f)L—(S(ζ, 2; ξ+s, •),/)*
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Let φ(x) be a function in L1 Γl L2, and define
Then we have IHL^HΦIL* and ||κ,— φ||L«-»0 as f J, 0 from (5.2). And
t
\\Φ\\2A'
J s
, z ς+τ, -))dr
from Lemma 5.2. Therefore we have
J Φ(*)[
This equality and (5.5) imply that
(«,, /)x -(«.> /)i2 + [' <?f +τK, /)*• = 0 .J s
Hence the function S(s, x\ t, y) is the fundamental solution. q.e.d.
Let S(s, x\ t, y) be the fundamental solution of the parabolic equation
associated with the Dirichlet form βt( , •). From the manner of construction of
the function S(s, x\ t,y) in this section, it is immediate to see that each function
T(t, x) = S(ζ, *; ξ+t, z+x)
satisfies the estimates in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Namely the assumption
that (Qldx)μ'(dldyYk(t
ί
 x, y) are bounded and continuous for all μ, ι;eZ"+ can be
taken off.
Let PStt be the operator defined by
Then {PStt} satisfies the semi-group property: PSttPttU=PStU for any
It is clear from Theorem 1 that
max|PM/(^)-/(Λ:)|^0 as (t-s) J 0
for any/(*)eCβίlP1). Since P f f fl = l and PSttf>0 if />0, {PSιt} is a Feller
semi-group. For any bounded measurable function f(x) on Rd, the function
P$ttf(x) is continuous on {(ί, t, x)] s<t and ^eΛrf}. Therefore each Dirichlet
form <?/(•, •) satisfying (1.2) and (1.5) determines a strong Feller semi-group
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